Visual representations are defined in terms of minimal sufficient statistics of visual data, for a class of tasks, that are also invariant to nuisance variability. Minimal sufficiency guarantees that we can store a representation in lieu of raw data with smallest complexity and no performance loss on the task at hand. Invariance guarantees that the statistic is constant with respect to uninformative transformations of the data. We derive analytical expressions for such representations and show that they are related to "feature descriptors" commonly in use in computer vision, as well as to convolutional architectures. This link highlights the conditions tacitly assumed by these methods and suggests ways to improve and generalize them. This new interpretation draws connections to the classical theories of sampling, hypothesis testing and group invariance. The Supplementary Material empirically explores connections to generative modeling and perceptual organization.
Background
This section contains definitions and basic facts from statistics. All footnotes can be skipped without affecting the basic ideas. The data X is a random variable with samples x, y; the model θ is (possibly infinite-dimensional and) unknown in the experiment E = {x, θ, p θ (x)} where p θ (x) is the probability density function of X, that depends on the parameter θ, evaluated at the sample x. A statistic T is a function of the sample; it is sufficient (of x for θ) if X | T = τ does not depend on θ; it is minimal if it is a function of all other sufficient statistics. If a prior on θ is available, a statistic is Bayesian sufficient 1 if p(θ|φ(x t )) = p(θ|x t ).
Lemma 1 (Factorization). T is sufficient of x for θ iff there exist f (·), h(·) such that p θ (x) = f (τ, θ)h(x), where T (x) = τ .
All "information" about θ in the sample x is contained in T . If T is minimal, any smaller 2 U entails "information loss." If θ was a discrete random variable, the information content of T could be measured by uncertainty reduction: H(θ) − H(θ|T (X)), which is the mutual information between θ and T and H denotes entropy [12] ; furthermore, T (X) ∈ arg inf φ H(θ|φ(X)), where the minimum is with respect to measurable functions and is in general not unique. Consider a set G of transformations g of the data x, g(x), which we denote simply as gx. A function φ G (x) is G-invariant if φ G (gx) = φ G (x) for all g ∈ G. It is a maximal invariant 3 if φ G (x) = φ G (x) ⇒x = gx for some g ∈ G. The Likelihood function L(θ; x) . = p θ (x) is sometimes written as p(x|θ) even though θ is not a random variable.
Lemma 2 (Invariance principle). The likelihood function is invariant
4 to invertible transformations of the parameter, g ∈ G (the inverse needs not be unique):
The following (Theorem 3.2 of [45] ) can be extended to an infinite-dimensional parameter θ (Theorem 6.1 of [3] ). This proof is potentially confusing because it does not isolate the dependency of the statistic T from the data x, and instead defines it in terms of the likelihood function that also involves θ. This will be clarified in the proof of Thm. 3.
Nuisance management: Profile, marginal, and SOA likelihoods
A nuisance g ∈ G is an unknown transformation that is not of interest and yet it affects the data. Given p θ (·), when g is treated as a parameter, p θ,g (y)
. = p θ (gy); when it is treated as a random variable, p θ (y|g) . = p θ (gy). Here gy is a shorthand of g(y) and indicates the "action" of the nuisance on the data.
5
One can easily verify that the "orbit" {p θ,g (x), g ∈ G} is invariant. The profile likelihood
where the nuisance has been "maxed-out," is invariant. The marginal likelihood 1 The two are equivalent for discrete random variables, but pathological cases can arise in infinite dimensions [5] . 2 In the sense of inclusion of sigma algebras, σ(U ) ⊂ σ(T ). 3 See [48] , Sec. 4.2, page 213. 4 Note that the Jacobian of g does not appear in the transformed likelihood, a bone of contention between classical and Bayesian statisticians. 5 For instance, if y(u) is the value of an image at a pixel u and g translates the image by an integer pixel offset T , then gy(u) . = y(u + T ).
is invariant only if dP (g) = dµ(g) is the base (Haar) measure on G. Computing the profile likelihood requires reducing G to a countable set {g 1 , . . . , g N } of samples, usually at a loss. The fewer the samples (or the lower the sampling rate) the higher the error in approximating the orbit and, therefore, its extrema. The tradeoff is a subject of sampling theory, where samples can be generated regularly, independent of the signal being sampled, or adaptively. In either case, the occurrence of spurious extrema ("aliases") can be mitigated by retaining not the value of the function at the samples, p θ,gi (y), but an anti-aliased version consisting of a weighted average around the samples [11] :p θ,gi (y) . = p θ,gi (gy)w(g)dµ(g) for suitable weights w. When positive and normalized, anti-aliasing can be interpreted as local marginalization with respect to the prior dP (g) = w(g)dµ(g), i.e. mean-pooling. Maximization over the samples corresponds to max-pooling. The approximation of the profile likelihood obtained by mean-and max-pooling, or equivalently by sampling and anti-aliasing, is called the SOA (sampled-orbit anti-aliased) likelihood:
Many nuisances such as local changes of viewpoint and illumination can be modeled as a group. Unfortunately, the most important nuisance, occlusion, is not invertible. We discuss it in Sect. 3.1. The SOA likelihood is the locally-marginalized, sampled profile likelihood with respect to nuisance parameters g ∈ G.
Claim 1 (The SOA Likelihood is an optimal representation). Let the joint likelihood p θ,g be smooth with respect to the base measure on G. For any approximation error , there exists an integer N = N ( ) number of samples
and a suitable (regular or adaptive) sampling mechanism so that the SOA likelihood max ipθ,gi approximates to within the profile likelihood sup g∈G p θ,g in the sense of distributions.
While the claim follows easily from sampling arguments, an optimal representation is difficult to compute in the most general setting. However, it is legitimate to ask whether there are at least some (possibly restrictive) conditions under which it can be computed. In the next section we show how this is done in a simple case.
A first example: local representations/descriptors
Let the task be to decide whether a (future) image y is of a scene θ or not; the training set is a single image x, which we identify with the scene: x = θ. Nuisances affecting y are limited to translation parallel to the image plane, scaling, and changes in pixel values that do not alter relative order. Under these admittedly restrictive conditions, the SOA likelihood takes a very familiar form: SIFT [37] performs canonization [50] of local similarity transformations via adaptive sampling of the planar translation-scale group (extrema of the difference-of-Gaussians operator in space and scale), and planar rotation (extrema of the magnitude of the oriented gradient). Alternatively, locations, scales and rotation can be sampled regularly, as in "dense SIFT." Regardless, on the reference frame determined by each sample, g i , SIFT computes a histogram of gradient orientations, weighted by their norm. Spatial regularization anti-aliases translation; histogram regularization anti-aliases orientation; scale anti-aliasing, however, is not preformed, an omission corrected in DSP-SIFT [21] . In formulas, if α(y) = ∠∇y ∈ S 1 is a direction, θ = x i is the image restricted to a region determined by the reference frame g i , centered at (u i , v i ) ∈ R 2 axis-aligned and with size s i > 0, we have
where κ σ and κ are Parzen kernels (bilinear in SIFT; we assume Gaussian) with parameter σ, > 0 and E s is an exponential prior on scales. Here DSP-SIFT is interpreted as a likelihood function, where samples are assumed spatially independent given the (single) training image x. Moreover, for the spatial samples to be related to actual samples, it is necessary to assume that the image is (locally) stationary and ergodic.
Claim 2 (DSP-SIFT). The continuous extension of DSP-SIFT [21] (4)
is an anti-aliased sample of the profile likelihood (3) for G = SE(2) × R + × H the group of planar similarities transformations and local contrast transformations, when the underlying scene θ = x i has locally stationary and ergodic radiance: φ xi (α(y)) =p θ,g i (y).
Invariance to contrast transformations and planar rotation in (4) is detailed in Sect. 3.3, and relation to a CNN in Sect. 5.2. Out-of-plane rotations induce a scene-shape-dependent deformation of the domain of the image that cannot be determined from a single training image. [18] have proposed extensions based on a sampling approximation of the SOA likelihoodp θ,gi , or on a point estimate of the scene pθ ,gi , called multi-view HOG (MV-HOG) and reconstructive HOG (R-HOG) respectively.
When interpreting local descriptors as samples of the SOA likelihood, they are usually assumed independent, an assumption lifted in Sect. 5 in the context of convolutional architectures.
A more realistic instantiation
Relative motion between a non-planar scene and the viewer triggers occlusion phenomena. These call for the representation to be local (Sect. 3.1). Intrinsic variability of a non-static scene must also be taken into account in the representation (Sect. 3.2) . Although in principle they can be different, we assume that both nuisance and intrinsic variability belong to the same set G. We will show later that this can be done with no loss of generality.
Occlusion, clutter and "receptive fields"
The data y has many components, y = {y 1 , . . . , y My }, only an unknown subset of which from the scene of interest θ (the "visible" set). The rest come from clutter, occlusion and other phenomena unrelated to θ, although they may be informative as "context". In the LA model, data supported on the visible set V ⊂ D = {1, . . . , M y } are independent given the scene θ and the nuisance g (Fig. 1) , so p θ,g (y) factorizes on V : y | V ∼ p θ,g (·) where y | V = {y j , j ∈ V }. Since the visible set is not known, the joint SOA likelihood iŝ
The visible set can be very complex so in general there is no prior available 6 on V , and P(D) is the power set of (all possible subsets of) D . The complement of V in D, V c , generates data that does not depend on θ, for instance y | V c ∼ p c (·), so the likelihood above is to be compared to p c (y | V ) (pixels discarded as occlusions must have an alternate explanation). To make this tractable, assuming some topology on D, we restrict the visible set V to be the union of "receptive fields" V j , that can be obtained by transforming 7 a "base region" B 0 ("unit ball," e.g., a square patch with "base size," say 10 × 10 pixels) with group elements
where the number of receptive fields M M y is much smaller than the number of components of y. Thus V is determined by the reference frames (group elements) {g j } M j=1 of receptive fields that are "active," which are unknown a-priori. With an abuse of notation, we refer to V as the set of indices j of the active receptive fields, rather than the index of every pixel in every active receptive field. Following the assumptions of the LA model, given V , and therefore all receptive fields g j B 0 , the density restricted to the visible subset
where g j y = y | g j B 0 is the collection of pixels covered by the receptive field V j = g j B 0 . If the base region B 0 is a single pixel, then g j y = y j . cutForReview We use the same symbol G for the nuisance group where g i belongs, and the group that transforms the base region to each receptive field g j . In general they can be different, but we choose to be the same for simplicity.
The order of operations (deformation by g i and selection by g j ) is arbitrary, so we must choose a convention. We assume that the selection by g j is applied first, and then the nuisance-induced deformation g i , sop θ,gi (g j y) ∝p θ,e (g
, where e is the identity of the group G.
Intra-class variability and deformable templates
The parameter space can be divided into K classes, allowing variability of θ within each class. Endowing the parameter space with a distribution p(θ|k) is laborious. For the case of object detection in 3-D, it requires defining a probability density in the space of shapes, reflectance functions etc. If the class k can be represented by an orbit under a group G, one can exploit a density on the group to define a class-conditional density on θ. To this end, pick any representative of the class, say θ k ∼ p(θ|k), then marginalize with respect to the density p(g|θ k ), to obtain 9 p(θ|k) = p(θ|θ k , g)dP (g|θ k ) = p(g|θ = gθ k ). This is still complex when the parameter space θ is non-trivial. Alternatively one can capture the variability θ induces on the data. For any scene θ k from class k, consider an image generated by it x k ∼ p θ k (x) as a "template" from which any other datum from the same class can be obtained by the (transitive) action of a group g k ∈ G. Note that now the group is acting on the data. In general even a simple group acting on the scene (e.g., SE(3)) induces a very complex action on the data (e.g., diffeomorphisms [52] ). Nevertheless, we use the same symbol G and will show later that this entails no loss of generality thanks to the restriction to receptive fields. Thus if y ∼ p θ (y) with θ ∼ p(θ|k), which we indicate with y ∼ p θ (y|k), then we assume that there exists a g ∼ p(g|k) such that y = gx k , so
For this approach to work, g k has to be sufficiently complex to allow x k to "reach" every datum y generated by an element 10 of the class [29] . Fortunately, because the domain has been broken into a number M of receptive fields g j , the action of a complex group restricted to them can be approximated by a simple group, for instance the affine or similarity group. Then the density p(g k |k) of a complex group can be reduced to a joint density on G M , the mutual configuration of the receptive fields: p(g k1 , . . . , g k M |k), which factorizes conditioned on the class k: If g kj is the restriction of the group action g k to the domain of the receptive field V j = g j B 0 , we can consider the global group nuisance g i , the group selector of receptive fields g j and the local restriction of the intra-class group g k as all belonging to the same group G, for instance affine or similarity transformations of the domain and range space of the data. Putting all the elements together, we can compute the SOA likelihood of a class k as:
where the measure is made invariant to g i ∈ G and the search over i is subsumed by that over j ∈ V . The factorsp θ k ,g k j (y) represent the photometric component of the likelihood. They are computed by DSP-SIFT for the case of affine deformation of the range and similarity deformation of the domain, assumed independent at each (deformed) receptive field g k1 , . . . , g k M , an assumption that is violated if receptive fields overlap. The geometric component of the likelihood is the relative configuration of receptive fields g kj , which is class-dependent, but G-invariant. An object or scene from a class k is represented in an image by a triple: {V, {g kj } j∈V , {y | g k j B 0 } j∈V }. V determines the visible components, {g kj } their geometric configuration, and {y | g k j B 0 } their photometric appearance. The main challenge in learning representations is approximating densities in a space of the dimension of y | B 0 . Even restricting the base regions B 0 to 10 × 10 requires estimating densities in 100 dimensions. Managing nuisance factors, as done next, helps reducing complexity. In the next sections we show how to manage invariance to simple nuisance factors present in the Lambert-Ambient model [20] , the simplest known to capture the phenomenology of visual data including vantage point changes with (self-)occlusions, and rudimentary illumination.
Contrast invariance
Contrast is a monotonic continuous transformation of the (range space of the) data; the curvature of the level sets at each point is a maximal invariant [1] , and so is the gradient orientation. An explicit expression is obtained via marginalization of the norm of the gradient for a single training image, since the action of contrast is independent at each pixel. In the rest of this section, we use the symbol α to denote the orientation of the image gradient relative to one of the coordinate axes.
Theorem 2 (Contrast invariant)
. Given a training image x and a test image y, assuming that the latter is affected by noise that is independent in the gradient direction and magnitude, then a maximal invariant of y to the group H of contrast transformations is given by
The independence assumption above is equivalent to assuming that the gradient magnitude and orientation of y are related to the gradient magnitude and orientation of x by a simple additive model: ∇y = ∇x + n ρ and ∠∇y = ∠∇x ⊕ n α , where ⊕ denotes addition modulo 2π, and n ρ and n α are independent.
11 These are all modeling assumptions, clearly not strictly satisfied in practice, but reasonable first-order approximations.
Proof. Since the spatial gradient cannot be computed if only the scalar value y i is given, we first map the data y ∈ R to the spatial gradient ∇y ∈ R 2 , then re-parametrize it in polar coordinates as (∠∇y, ∇y ) ∈ S 2 ×R + , finally marginalizing the magnitude to arrive at a distribution on the circle: The first map is linear and has the effect of zeroing the mean and doubling the variance. Applying a change of coordinates 12 from Cartesian Y . = ∇y to radial Z . = (∠∇y, ∇y ) = φ(Y ), and conditioning on X = ∇x, we obtain
11 Note that we are not assuming that the gradient norm is independent of its orientation, just that the error in the gradient norm is independent of the error in its orientation. We model the first as a Gaussian with ρ sufficiently small to ensure that the samples are positive with high probability, and the second as an angular Gaussian [59] :
12 Recall that for a random variable Y with samples x and density p Y (x) and a function φ transforming it to another random variable Z = φ(Y ), correspondingly transforming the samples y = φ(x), with inverse function φ −1 (y) = {x | φ(x) = y}, and determinant of the Jacobian J φ . = ∂φ ∂x indicated by |J φ |, we have the change of measure formula
Using Bayes' rule, and transforming it to W . = φ(X) = (∠∇x, ∇x ) we obtain
which is written explicitly as p
where α is a realization of ∠∇y and ρ is a realization of ∇y . Finally, by marginalizing ρ we have, neglecting the subscripts for simplicity, and leveraging on the fact that ρ ≥ 0:
which is p G (y|x) = p(∠∇y|∇x) ∇x from which the statement (9) follows.
Note that, other than for the gradient, the computations above can be performed point-wise, so we could write (9) at each pixel y i : if α .
Since we always require contrast-invariance, we omit the subscript H when referring to contrast (which is clear from the argument α), and also the subscript of the point x i (when clear from the context). The width of the kernel α is a design (regularization) parameter. Local averaging of orientation is hidden in the manner in which the histograms are assembled. Note that (9) is invariant to contrast transformations of y, but not of x. For a single training image, the latter can be handled by normalization. If constant transformations are globally affine (they transform the intensity of each pixel by adding an offset and multiplying by the same scalar), then the joint likelihood can be normalized by simply dividing by the integral over α, which is the 1 norm of the histogram across the entire image/patch, that should be used instead of the customary 2 [37] :
If the contrast transformation is non-linear, it cannot be eliminated by global normalization, as the factor ∇x (u,v) is potentially different at each location (u, v).
Remark 1 (Clamping).
When the joint distribution is approximated by the product of marginals, as in [37] , joint normalization is still favored in practice as it introduces some correlations among marginal histograms [15] . However, cells with large gradients tend to dominate the histogram, pushing all other peaks lower. Alternatively, one could independently normalize each of the histograms, φ xi (α) and then concatenate them. But this has the opposite effect: Cells with faint peaks, once re-normalized, are given undue importance and relative intensity difference between different cells are discarded. Joint normalization is a common palliative used in lieu of joint histogram inference. It is a common trick (so faint cells do not prevail) usually followed by "clamping" (saturation of the maximum to a fraction of the value of the highest peak, so large gradients do not dominate), followed again by re-normalization [37] .
Rotation Invariance
Adaptive sampling via canonization [50] is particularly well suited to dealing with planar rotation, since it is possible to design co-variant detectors with few isolated extrema. An example is the local maximum of the norm of the gradient along the direction α =α l (x). 13 Invariance to G = SO(2) can be achieved by retaining the samples {p θ (α|α l )} L l=1 . Rotation anti-aliasing is performed by regularizing the orientation histogram, implicit in the construction of many local descriptors and controlled by the parameter α in (9) . Note that, again, planar rotations can affect both the training image x and the test image y. In some cases, a consistent reference (canonical element) is available. For instance, for geo-referenced scenes L = 1, and 13 Here g acts on x via gx(u i , v i ) = x(u i , v i ) where u = u cos α − v sin α and v = u sin α + v cos α, and a canonical element g l (x) =α can be obtained asα = arg maxα ∇x(u i , v i ) . The corresponding rotation invariantĝ −1 (x)x is ∠∇x(u i , v i ) where
the projection of the gravity vector onto the image plane [32] ,α, provides a canonical reference unless the two are orthogonal: p θ (α|G) = p θ (α|α). In reality, rotation canonization should contend with spatial quantization, neglected here since rotation errors are absorbed by the binning of gradient orientation α .
Domain-size pooling and occlusion anti-aliasing
Much of the literature on local descriptors further simplifies correspondence by selecting scales [37] , using the appearance of the scene (really, an image x) to determine the size of the region V j where the descriptor is computed. This is motivated by the literature on scale selection [36] , and in turn is motivated by wavelets and harmonic analysis [39, 9] , where the tying of appearance (e.g., spatial frequencies) and size is known as the "uncertainty principle." But while the tie makes sense when the goal is to reconstruct the image, it does not for correspondence, as the size of a region that will be visible in a test image does not depend on the appearance of the scene within. It depends on its shape and on the vantage point, which determine occlusion relations. Spatial frequency of the irradiance, on the other hand, depends on material properties of the scene, illumination, and optical characteristics of the sensor (resolution, focal length), none of which is relevant to determine the size of corresponding regions. [19] sample scale and perform domain-size pooling to anti-alias them, extending [21] to other descriptors including the Scattering Transform [9] .
4 Quantifying the information content of a representation We are now ready to formalize the notion of representation stated in Sect. 2.1: If we had an expression for the SOA likelihoodp θ,G,V (·), then as soon as a test datum y was available, we could answer any question on θ usingp θ,G,V (y). In general we do not know the likelihood, but under the assumptions of the LA model, the scene separates training and test data 14 ( Fig. 1) , so what we have is a collection of samples x t ∼ p θ,gt (x), each generated with some nuisance g t , which we can use to infer, or "learn" the SOA likelihood [25] . Since the set of questions about the scene can be identified with a partition of θ, assuming a supervised sample X t is available corresponding to this partition, then we can approximate the SOA likelihood leading to a learned representation:
Depending on modeling choices made, including the number of samples N , the sampling mechanism, and the priors for local marginalization, the resulting representation will be "lossy" compared to the data. Next we quantify "loss."
The scene θ is in general infinite-dimensional and "contains an infinite amount of information." This is captured by the adage "the more we look, the more we see" which we twist into the more we move, the more we see for most of the uncertainty on the scene can be ascribed to occlusion and scaling phenomena, that can be counteracted by moving within the environment [51] . The informative content of data would be quantified by mutual information, but no matter how many data we have, the uncertainty reduction on the scene will be incomputable. Formally, H(θ) = ∞ and therefore H(θ) − H(θ|φ(x t )) = ∞ for any φ. Therefore, we need to devise an alternate method that does not directly involve the scene.
Definition 1 (Information in the Representation). The information a statistic φ of x t conveys on θ is the information it conveys on a task T (e.g., a question on the scene θ), regardless of nuisances g ∈ G:
If the task is reconstruction (prediction) T = y, this relates to past-future mutual information [13] ; once invariance to G is considered, to Actionable Information H(y) = H(y) − H(φ x t ,G (y)) [50] .
Claim 3. An optimal representation maximizes information; it also maximizes H(y).
Proof. Since p θ,G (y, x t ) is sufficient for θ, and it factorizes into φ θ,G (y)φ θ (x t ), then φ θ (x t ) is sufficient of x t for θ. By the factorization theorem (Theorem 3.1 of [45] ), there exist functions f θ and ψ such that φ θ (x t ) ∝ f θ (ψ(x t )), i.e. the likelihood depends on the data only through the function ψ(·). This latter function is what is more commonly known as the sufficient statistic, which in particular has the property that p(θ|x t ) = p(θ|ψ(x t )). However, if φ θ is sufficient for θ, it is also sufficient for future data generated from θ. Formally,
which shows that ψ minimizes the uncertainty of y for any g ∈ G since the right-hand-side is G-invariant. The right-hand side above is the predictive likelihood 15 [30] , which must therefore be proportional tof y (ψ(x t )) for somef and the same ψ, also by the factorization theorem.
From the last equation we also see that p G (y|x t ) = p x t ,G (y) maximizes Actionable Information.
Corollary 1.
An optimal representation is minimal sufficient for θ and sufficient (but not necessarily minimal) for y; the predictive likelihood is minimal sufficient for y but not sufficient for θ.
Remark 2 (Active Learning).
A representation, informative as it may be, can be no more informative than the data itself (Data Processing Inequality), uninformative as it may be. This is obvious but irrelevant in the context discussed so far, for we have sought statistics that are as informative as the (training) data, however good or bad that is. For the representation to (asymptotically) approach the informative content of the scene, it is necessary to design the experiment E so that the data collected x t , with t → ∞, yields statistics that are asymptotically complete: Formally, lim t→∞ H(φ G (y)|φ(x t )) = 0 where the limit is taken with respect to some action u t that has as a result the collection of data [22] , would be equivalent to knowing the scene. Such active learning or active sensing is beyond our scope here.
Deep convolutional architectures
Since the "true scene" θ and the nuisances g are unknown, we cannot exploit the properties of the LA model that allow us to factor the likelihood p θ,g (y) into a product of low-dimensional marginals (8) . Nevertheless, it is customary to discard such dependencies and lump local descriptors φ xi,G into a "bag-of-words," or capture their relative pose with a tree [23] , or small graph [60] , or kernel [57] . Convolutional architectures (CNNs) promise to capture such dependencies by hierarchical decomposition into progressively larger receptive fields. Each "layer" is a collection of separator (hidden) variables (nodes) that make lower layers (approximately) conditionally independent. Then, receptors at each layer can be interpreted as (single) training images for the children nodes. The relation between the profile likelihood and a convolutional architecture is illustrated next.
Hierarchical decomposition of the profile likelihood
We write θ formally as a conditioning variable (for uniformity of notation):
then decompose y into receptive fields V j , assumed independent given θ and g: y = ∪ j y | V j , p θ (y) = j p(y | V j |θ, g)dP (g|θ), then introduce hidden "separator variables" θ j , called "receptors", such that y | V j ⊥ θ | θ j , and marginalize p θ (y) = j p(y | V j |θ j , g)p(θ j |θ, g)dθ j dP (g|θ). We interpret the portion of the scene that projects onto V j as flat and fronto-parallel, so each θ j can be thought of as an image , or better as a planar scene with a portion of the image glued onto it. Now introduce hidden variables g j , the restriction of g on V j (i.e. g j = g on V j ), and marginalize: p θ (y) = j p(y | V j |θ j , g j )dP (g j |g)p(θ j |θ, g)dθ j dP (g|θ)where dP (g j |g) = δ(g j − g | V j ). However, we will now restrict each g j ∈ SE(3) × R + to the group of planar similarities, whereas g ∈ G is a general diffeomorphism, so the measure above is non-degenerate . Moving the integral with respect to g j inside the product (the integrands are product-separable), we have
Here dP (g j |g) is the same distribution for each receptive field, so the dependency on g is only through the index j of which receptive field is being marginalized, but the marginalization is the same for each receptive field. In other words, dP (g j |g) has a factorized structure, and the dependency on g is through j, which is captured in p(θ j |θ, g). Thus, we can ignore the dependency of g in φ θj (y|g), and call it φ θj (y). Each term in bracket, computed at each receptive field V j for each possible value of θ j , is called a "feature map." If we neglect the dependency on g = e, and consider j = 1, . . . , N directional derivatives, then each receptor is a directional derivative filter and φ θj (y) is DSP-SIFT. The second integral, over θ j , computes the weighted average of such feature maps with respect to "weights" or filters p(θ j |θ, g). Calling θ j = θ 
where the last quantity in bracket is the feature map of the second layer, and the expression is functionally identical of (23) . In a sense, we have "kicked the can down the road" and we are left with solving the same problem we started with. However, now the receptors θ 
At some l, the dependency on g is neglected, dP (g
, thus forgoing integration with respect to dP (g|θ), and θ is represented by the collection receptors θ . . .
. . . Invariance to complex groups G can be achieved by local marginalization w.r.t. simpler G l ⊂ G.
Approximation of the first layer
Each node in the first layer computes a local representation (4) using parent node(s) as a "scene." This relates to existing convolutional architectures where nodes compute the response of a rectified linear unit (ReLu) to a steerable filter bank. An optimal representation of a single image θ = x, computed at location (u, v) ∈ R 2 , marginalized with respect to the location-scale group in a neighborhood B σ (u, v) is given by (4). For simplicity we restrict G to the translation group, thus reducing (4) to SIFT, but the arguments apply to similarities.
A ReLu response at (u, v) to an oriented filter bank G with scale σ and orientation α is given by
is a directional filter with principal orientation α and scale σ. Omitting rectification, the response of an image to a filter bank obtained by varying α ∈ [−π, π], at each location (u, v) and for all scales σ is obtained as
where κ, the cosine function, has to be rectified for the above to approximate a histogram, κ + (α) = max(0, cos α) which yields a (regularized) approximation of the histogram of orientations of the image gradient in a neighborhood of size σ around (u, v), weighted by the gradient norm, i.e, SIFT. Unfortunately, in general the latter does not equal the ReLu response max(0, G * x) for one cannot simply move the maximum inside the integral. However, under conditions on x, which are typically satisfied by natural images, this is the case. Proof. (Sketch) The integral in (28) can be split into 3 components, one of which omitted, leaving the positive component integrated on D + , the negative component on D − . If the distance between these two is greater than σ, however, the components are disjoint, so for each (u, v) and α, only the the positive or the negative component are non-zero, and since N and ∇x are both positive, and the sign is constant, rectification inside or outside the integral is equivalent. When σ > d there is an error in the approximation, that can be bounded as a function of σ, the minimum distance and the maximum gradient component.
A more general kernel could be considered, with a parameter that controls the decay, or width, of the kernel, κ (α). For instance, κ (α) = κ(α) 1 , with the default value being = 1. An alternative is to define κ to be an angular Gaussian with dispersion parameter , which is constrained to be positive and therefore does not need rectification. Although the angular Gaussian is quite different from the cosine kernel for = 1, it approximates it as decreases (Fig. 4) . A corollary of the above is that the visible layer of a CNN computes Rectified cosine (blue) and its powers, compared to a Gaussian kernel (red). While the two are distinctly different for = 1, as the power/dispersion decreases, the latter approximates the former. The plot shows = 1, 1/5, 1/9 for the cosine, and 1/5, 1/9, 1/13 for the Gaussian.
the SOA Likelihood of the first hidden layer.
Caveats
The interpretation of SIFT as a likelihood function given the test image y can be confusing, as ordinarily it is interpreted as a "feature vector" associated to the training image x, and compared with other feature vectors using the Euclidean distance. In a likelihood interpretation, x is used to compute the likelihood function, and y is used to evaluate it. So, there is no descriptor built for y. The same interpretational difference applies to convolutional architectures. If interpreted as a likelihood, which would require generative learning, one would compute the likelihood of different hypotheses given the test data. Instead, currently the test data is fed to the network just as training data were, thus generating features maps, that are then compared (discriminatively) by a classifier.
Hidden layers
In a CNN, the second layer takes as input the feature map of the first layer, φ θ 1 j (y|g 2 j ), and convolves it with a bank of filters, one for each possible value of θ 2 , then locally marginalizing g 2 j : (24) . :
This can be implemented by a linear convolution (integral over θ 1 j in (24)), mean spatial pooling (integral over g 2 j ), and normalization. This construction can be repeated recursively at higher layers. Additional operations, such as max-pooling and clamping, can be understood as attempts to approximate the marginalization more efficiently and regularizing the estimation of the marginal histograms.
Note that the integral is across the entire range of values the feature map θ 1 j can take. That is, the filters are "deep" rather than being restricted to a range of values. This is because there is no topology in feature space, as filter weights are learned without a constraint that nearby locations in feature maps have similar values. Supp. Mat. explores this issue empirically.
Stacking simplifies nuisance marginalization
Let G be the group of diffeomorphisms of the plane, and g ∈ G. Restricting g k j to belong to A(2) ⊂ G, the affine group, still allows marginalization of G, in the sense that for any there exists an N (number of receptive fields) and a K (number of layers) such that neglecting the last marginalization dP (g K j |g = e) approximates the original discriminant p θ (y) to within . g ✓ . . . . . . . . . Consider first an architecture as in Fig. 5 (right) , where each layer marginalizes a different transformation in the same group G, for instance planar diffeomorphisms. For simplicity we restrict the group action to be the same for all receptive fields within a layer, but the reasoning extends to where one allows the action to be non-stationary.
Then the network marginalizes the composition of g l ∈ G, which is also in G, with no apparent gain of generality: For any g 1 , g 2 ∈ G, if we marginalize G at each layer we obtain
). This could have been achieved by marginalizing only on the last layer. However, if each layer can only marginalizes small deformations g l , then composition allows marginalizing large deformations: if g ∈ G has "size" d(g, e), then for every , δ it is possible to find a number L and group actions g l with
This follows from Taylor expansion and the fact that the infinitesimal generators are linear [6] . Then in the equation above, the left-hand side would equal p G (y|θ l+1 ), whereas marginalizing only on one layer would yield g 2 ) > . Once the group action g l within each layer is sufficiently small, it is possible to locally spatially approximate it with affine or similarity transformations. This follows again from the linearity of the generators and the compactness of the domain, so one can always find a partition into K receptive fields so that the original action g l , restricted to the receptive field k, is approximated by an affine deformation g l k ∈ A(2):
whereḡ is the embedding of the affine transformation into the ambient group of diffeomorphisms (Fig. 2) . The argument above can be used as a sketch to prove the following claim (some additional assumptions are needed as the g l k are not independent as they must satisfy smoothness conditions at the boundaries of each receptive field).
which attempts to approximate a sufficient statistic (whose dimension is the cardinality of I 2 × J 2 ) for the task T of the data Y . Similarly one could define a more complicated network with L > 2 hidden layers with the property that the number of nodes in the hidden layers is monotonically non increasing as a function of the hidden layer level ∈ [1, L] . In this case we shall denote with f L W 1 ,..,W L the function which is computed by the network. The assumption on the internal structure guarantees that, for all choices of
i.e. that the model sets are nested.
We shall then make the assumption that a suitable generative learning algorithm can be designed:
The training algorithm which is used to determine the weights W , = 1, .., L as the number of training data t goes to infinity, computes the optimal approximation of the sufficient statistic (in the sense of maximizing the information I(T, f
Under the latter assumption and the nesting assumption (33) , it is clear that
Discussion
The interpretation of a CNN as an approximation of the likelihood function, evaluated at test data y for any value of the parameter θ or class θ k , goes counter to current interpretation as a deterministic function that scores various hypotheses. For the likelihood interpretation of a CNN put forward here to make sense, training should be performed generatively, so fixing the class k one could sample (hallucinate) future images y from scenes θ k . While synthesis from discriminatively-trained CNNs has been done [38] , the quality appears to lend support against our interpretation [44] . However neither the architecture not the training of current CNN incorporate mechanisms to enforce the statistics of natural images. In the Supp. Mat. we explore a conjecture that enforcing local compactness of the filters enables better hallucination, and indeed may help capture some form of perceptual organization that current CNNs seem unable to. Furthermore, [14] show that a "generative layer" akin to p(θ k j |θ, g) can be added to a standard CNN in lieu of a fully-connected K-ary classifier and used to train it generatively by co-opting the same algorithmic components. The weights (filters) w of each layer are unknown parameters in the likelihood p θ,w (y) and can be taken as a proxy of the scene, via the likelihood function they induce, and the parameter θ can be used to model the "class" to which the scene belongs. Then p θ,w (y) is approximated as an exponential tilting of a reference distribution q(y):
where w are modeled as the weights (filters) of a convolutional architecture, and the partition function is Z θ (w) = exp(f θ,w (y))q(y)dy. Learning the parameters w in a discriminative fashion given a training set {y (i) , θ (i) } where each sample can belong to one of K classes θ (i) ∈ {θ 1 , . . . , θ K }, is accomplished by gradient descent/back-propagation:
where the expectation
is computed with respect to the class posterior p w (θ|y) and q reduces to a constant bias, included among the weights w. The "generative gradient" is computed similarly, using Bayes' rule, except that the expectation is with respect to the class-conditional distribution p θ,w (y):
and approximated via importance sampling using samplesỹ (j) from images of any of the classes θ, with weights W
In [14] , several samples y from the learned density p θ,w (y) are shown. While the synthesis is far from natural, most likely due to the crude Monte Carlo approximation, we expect that, once regularity and sparsity in the filter maps is imposed, more realistic images could be generated. This conjecture is partly supported by the empirical exploration reported in the Supplementary Material.
A Synthesis from the representation
In this section we empirically explore the synthesis ability of a network constructed as an approximation of an optimal representation, assuming that the network has been trained generatively. This could be done as described in [14] . However, the approximation using Monte Carlo for a tilted exponential distribution is too crude to generate images that capture the natural statistics, as the images shown there are qualitatively similar to those synthesized from discriminatively-trained networks [38] and indeed used to argue that CNNs do not have good generative power [44] . Instead, we test a two-layer network learning a regular sampling of DSP-SIFT descriptors at the lowest layer, which requires no training as the filters are chosen from a Gabor filter bank, and then empirically capture the relative configuration of high-likelihood receptive fields in the second layer. The learning is done ad-hoc, by constructing the empirical distribution in G N where G = R 2 is the translation group. The resulting architecture is closely related to a "constellation model" [60] or a "deformable parts-model" (DPM) [23] , except implemented using MatConvNet [55, 27] . Since higher layers are just capturing the class-dependent deformation of receptive fields, the generative ability of this network hinges on the generative ability of DSP-SIFT, or its simpler version SIFT or HOG, which has been demonstrated before [58] . Therefore, the fact that such an ad-hoc network should have better generative ability than a generic discriminatively-trained CNN should come to no surprise. Nevertheless, Fig. 6 give a sense of the generative potential of these models. We conjecture that, once proper generative training is performed, so the natural statistics are captured in the representation, CNNs should be quite powerful as generative models.
In the next section, we explore this conjecture by considering a deep architecture of fixed filters, again chosen from a Gabor bank.
B Perceptual organization
Existing convolutional architectures do not impose any topology on the filter banks. One could scramble the order of the filters, and of the corresponding feature map, and obtain identical likelihoods. We conjecture that imposing some topology, for instance by penalizing deviations from local compactness of the filters, can help better capture natural image statistics thus leading to better synthesis.
To explore this conjecture, we consider an extreme case of a random-dot display of an object from a class that is not among the categories in ImageNet. Random-dot displays are highly inconsistent with natural image statistics. And yet, looking at an image from the clef in Fig. 8 (left) it is trivial for a human to identify the clef, even if one has no name for it. The process of organizing local evidence into global structures is known as Perceptual Organization [33] and is a major focus of perception psychology. Presumably, the early stages of visual processing should reveal the structure embedded in the random-dot display by "projecting" it onto the "manifold" of natural images. Thus, the question we ask is: Is a CNN, trained on natural images, capable of perceptual organization? This is a special case of topology estimation (determining which data-points are close to which), where "close" is defined by properties such as positional distance (proximity), orientation distance (good continuation), symmetry, closure etc. This problem is related to manifold learning, although here we are in low-dimensional spaces, to dense surface reconstruction from point clouds, and to robust statistics and outlier rejection.
In Fig. 7 we visualize the feature maps of several discriminatively-trained networks implemented with Caffe [31] and MatConvNet [55] , trained on ImageNet. One can notice that, unsurprisingly, the feature maps appear to be as "noisy" (topologically inconsistent) as the data, and one does not observe appreciable "organization" or "outlier rejection." Synthesis of novel images using [38] (code from the authors) similarly yields noise-like displays, just like [14] even if the network in the latter is trained (approximately) generatively.
Since we do not have an effective way of training topologically-consistent filters generatively, we forgo training altogether and fix the filter banks to be the same of the first layer, that is a subset of Gabors consisting of oriented gradient filters. We then run the random-dot clef display through the network and visualize the corresponding feature maps in Fig. 8 . Figure 6 : Sample synthesis from a two-layer architecture with fixed first-layer filters (DSP-SIFT) and empirical training of the relative configuration of high-response filters at the second layer. Different samples of an object from [42] captured at different vantage points are used to learn the co-visible set (top), and then to synthesize novel images (second to last row). The first samples (second-row left) are synthesized using a network trained on a single image and show minor photometric and geometric variation, similar to [58] . When the network is trained with increasingly diverse samples from the class (second to third row, left-to-right), the samples exhibit increased deformations, both geometric and photometric. Similar phenomena are observed for other samples from [42] (fourth to last rows). [31] discriminatively trained on ImageNet when presented with a random-dot display of a class it is not trained for (the clef). The feature maps (shown for the first through fifth layers) fail to reveal the structure and organize datapoints discarding outliers, as one would desire in a system capable of perceptual organization. It should be noted that processing a test image through this network results in a procedure akin to "tensor voting" [40] and other perceptual organization algorithms, that can mitigate the effect of "salt-and-pepper noise" uncharacteristic of natural images. This is not intended as an algorithm to recognize "sketches" (for which, see [61] ); just as a qualitative illustration that enforcing locality and compactness in the filter bank produces synthesized images that better reflect the natural statistics and indeed are related to existing methods to perform perceptual organization tasks.
While these empirical explorations are suggestive of the potential of CNNs to capture natural statistics, in order to properly test their generative abilities, we will have to wait for suitable generative training algorithms to emerge, which is a focus of current investigation.
